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Introduction
Stroke is a leading cause of mortality and disability worldwide with the number of people diagnosed with stroke rising (1) . For survivors, their families or caregivers stroke may constitute a lifechanging condition. Many survivors have to cope with significant physical and social consequences.
Mental health difficulties such as depression, anxiety, emotional lability and apathy are also common neuropsychiatric outcomes of stroke (2) . Approximately 1 in 3 stroke patients develop a mental health disorder after stroke (3.) Unfortunately, the psychological consequences of stroke often remain unrecognised by healthcare professionals, and treatment needs not addressed. In addition, an identified lack of knowledge into the nature of these difficulties often results in poor management of these disorders (4) .
Anxiety is a common psychological problem following stroke. The prevalence ranges between 20% within one month following stroke to 24% six months or more after stroke (5) . Anxiety disorders or symptoms can also compromise rehabilitation and negatively affect long-term outcomes and quality of life (QoL); thus the significance of patients' psychological status following stroke forms an essential element of their treatment process (6) (7) (8) .
Although anxiety is common in people who have had a stroke, research in this area is limited (5) .
Specifically there is no consensus for predictive factors for anxiety after stroke. A better understanding of these might inform management opportunities for this condition and possibly recovery. The current review aims to identify factors predicting anxiety following stroke.
Methods
Our review included studies in populations or groups of patients with a clinical diagnosis of stroke (ischemic or haemorrhagic) who experienced an anxiety disorder or anxiety symptoms. The PRISMA guidelines were followed for the review methodology (9) . The methods used for article selection and analysis also sought to be consistent with the methodology of previous benchmark reviews of predictors of depression after stroke (4, 10) .
Search strategy and selection process
All literature related to anxiety disorders or symptoms in patients with a clinical diagnosis of stroke, was searched. The following electronic databases were used to identify relevant publications:
Medline, Pubmed, PsychINFO, PsychArticles, EMBASE, AMED, CINAHL, Proquest Dissertations, Science Direct and EBSCO. The search terms (for title, abstract or keywords) included: Category 1 terms 'stroke' OR 'cerebrovascular disorder' OR 'cerebrovascular accident' AND Category 2 terms 'anxiety' OR 'worry' OR 'fear' OR 'mood disorder' OR 'neurotic disorder' OR 'adjustment disorder'. Searches were restricted to articles that were available (or had an available translation) in English. No constraint was placed on the year of publication. A manual search of the reference lists of selected articles and stroke-related journals was conducted to complement the database search.
Eligibility and selection of relevant articles were assessed by screening records based on title/abstract review and by assessing the full text according to predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. The search, selection process and data extraction was performed independently by two reviewers (LM, RAC). A third reviewer (EC) scrutinized the selection process and cross-checked the data extraction.
The PRISMA flow diagram of the search and selection process is outlined in Figure 1 .
Criteria for inclusion and exclusion
The following inclusion criteria were used: 1) incidence studies, case control studies or case series that made use of consecutive patient recruitment within clearly defined geographical and timelimited boundaries; 2) studies that used standardised measures to assess anxiety; and, 3) studies that employed regression analyses. Articles were excluded if they: 1) had mixed populations (unless separate results for stroke patients were reported); 2) were limited to select patient characteristics (e.g. age, type of stroke, lesion side); 3) used retrospective recruitment or reporting of mood; or 4) used non-specific measures of psychological distress.
Data extraction and analysis
Diagnostic categories of anxiety included: 1) the presence of an anxiety disorder or anxiety symptoms defined by scores above a cut-off for abnormality on an anxiety scale; 2) severity of an anxiety disorder or anxiety symptoms as defined by scores on an anxiety scale; 3) the presence of a primary anxiety disorder according to any version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) (11) . Studies were grouped into three categories based on methods of case selection: 1) population based studies that attempted to recruit all stroke patients within a certain geographical area (i.e. least biased) (12); 2) hospital based studies which included stroke patients from within acute care medical wards in general hospitals; and 3) rehabilitation based studies which recruited stroke patients who were either inpatients or attending rehabilitation wards and hospitals, including specialist stroke units.
The analysis within this review focused on multivariate modelling (4) , and the quality of multivariate models within selected papers was assessed by extracting data using the criteria detailed by Counsel all criteria specific questions were applied. In order to determine external validity, the population the model was generated from (e.g. community or hospital based) and use of major exclusion criteria (e.g. age, type of stroke) were examined. To determine internal validity we evaluated whether outcomes were assessed at appropriate fixed time points, and if all potentially important predictors were entered in the model. Statistical validity was assessed by examining if the number of cases were sufficient for the number of variables included in the model (events per ratio), if collinearity was measured, and if a stepwise analysis was employed. Evaluation of the model was achieved by assessing if the model was validated in data used to generate the model (i.e. the same patient population-internal validation) and/or on populations not used to generate the model (new patients in a separately collected population-external validation); practicality was determined by assessing whether data required to make predictions were easily available (i.e. sufficient reporting), whether the actual model and coding of variables were described, and if confidence intervals were reported (12) .
Results
A search from inception up to May 2014 produced a total of 659 unique references. All titles and abstracts were screened and 77 publications were retrieved for full text review, of which 18 (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) met the inclusion criteria ( Fig. 1) . Table 1 displays the details of the selected publications. Three population-based studies including 8130 patients, 8 hospital-based studies including 1199 patients, and 7 rehabilitation-based studies including 1103 patients investigated potential factors predictive of anxiety following stroke. The majority of studies (78%) evaluated the prevalence of anxiety and a few assessed the severity of anxiety (4/18) (14, 15, 20, 24) . The most common stroke type included was ischemic (67%; 12/18).
Five studies did not clearly state which stroke subtype was included (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . Twelve studies excluded patients with communication difficulties, cognitive impairment or dementia. Age and gender details were provided for almost all (94%) studies; one study lacked this information (18) .
Age ranged from 20 to 93 years with a mean age of 66.7 years (based on a total of 6287 patients of the 15 studies adequately reporting age). Three studies assessed for anxiety ≤7 days post stroke (16, 19, 20) and 10 studies assessed patients at least 30 days post stroke (13, (15) (16) (17) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . The longest follow-up period was 10 years (16) .
In the multivariate models study samples at baseline ranged from 19 (25) to 2179 (16) patients. A total of seven different measures were used to assess anxiety and/or the severity of anxiety symptoms in the samples ( Table 2) . Only three studies used more than one diagnostic instrument to measure anxiety (14, 15, 22) , most studies (78%) used only one measure, including a clinical structured interview (26) based on the DSM criteria (11) . The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), a 14-item scale with 7 items used to screen for anxiety symptoms was the most frequently employed diagnostic screening measure (11/18) followed by the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS; 3/18), and the Hamilton Anxiety and Depression Scale (HAM-A; 3/18) (31) (32) (33) . DSM criteria using information from structured interviews was only used in two studies (22, 26) . Different cut-off points were used to establish the presence of anxiety. Of the studies that utilised the HADS to measure anxiety, one used a cut-off score of ≥5 for the partial scores and ≥10 for the total scores (27) , three used a cut-off of >7 (16, 17, 19) , three used a cut-off of >8 (18, 22, 28) , one used >11 (29) and three did not report cut-off scores (13) (14) (15) for severe anxiety. Of the two studies that used the PDS, severity of anxiety utilised cut-off scores of mild 1-10, moderate 11-20, moderate to severe 21-35 and severe ≥36 (14, 15) . Four studies did not report any on the cut-offs used to measure anxiety (13, 20, 23, 24) . Table 1 summarises the quality of analyses employed by the 18 studies. The external validity varied between studies and only three studies showed good external validation (21, 25, 29) . The majority of studies (14/18) had employed several exclusion criteria, (e.g. communication difficulties, cognitive impairment or dementia) which may have limited the generalizability of the results. Only one study did not report age and gender (18) . There was little variation in relation to internal validity across the studies. Four studies included an adequate number of patients of the inception cohort in their followup (16, 18, 23, 25, 30) . However, in two of these studies the follow-up assessment was conducted in the acute phase (i.e. < 30 days) (18, 25) . Only three studies completed a baseline assessment within seven days following stroke (16, 19, 20) , and fixed time periods were only employed in eight studies (13, 16, 17, 19, (22) (23) (24) 28) . Although some studies included sex and age, previous history of anxiety was not examined suggesting the quality of analyses to be poor across all studies. As these have been theoretically associated with anxiety, the quality of the models could have been improved by including all of the variables instead of some or none (36) .
The statistical quality also varied across the studies. Given our inclusion criteria, all identified studies used regression as this allows a better exploration of the relationship between variables assessed than correlation analyses. Stepwise analysis was used in 5/18 studies (13, 19, 23, 26, 28) , which is deemed to be a good test for determining the quality of predictors (37) . Studies were evaluated in terms of events per ratio sufficiency, collinearity plus internal and external validity. The models used in eight studies have been deemed to be unstable as their events per ratio were not sufficient (i.e. did not include enough cases in their model) so they were unable to show goodness of fit. The ten studies which did have a sufficient events per ratio accounted for between 11% and 54% of the variance in the presence of anxiety, and between 24% and 58% of the variance in the severity of anxiety. When looking at the relationship among the independent variables assessed in the studies, it is important to note whether collinearity is assessed (i.e. multicollinearity does not contribute to a good regression model); only seven of the 18 studies reported collinearity (14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 28, 30) . In line with this, problems with multicollinearity are reduced in stepwise analyses (12) however, only nine studies adopted this method of analysis. Model validation was reported in only one study (29) . No studies validated their data with a different population setting (external validation), limiting the generalisability of the findings. Only six studies reported confidence intervals for the predictive probabilities restricting the usability of the studies overall (18, 19, 22, 26, 27, 29) . Table 3 describes the variables investigated to be predictive of post stroke anxiety. A total of 44 different variables were assessed across the 18 studies, and 33 variables were found to be associated with post stroke anxiety. Main predictive variables were previous (or history of) depression (3/3), early anxiety (i.e. in the acute/intermediate phase after diagnosis) (4/4), stroke severity (2/3), and dementia or cognitive impairment (2/3). However, most variables were examined in one study, and only seven variables (16%) were assessed in ≥ 4 studies. Of these, poor/no association with anxiety was observed for older age (0/4), physical disability/ADL (2/6), physical impairment (1/4) and use of antidepressants (1/6). Other factors not predicting post stroke anxiety included: a previous history of anxiety, hypertension, diabetes, dissociation, perceptions of control over recovery, recovery confidence, low satisfaction with treatment, physical inactivity, motor function, apathy and incontinence. The majority of studies which included stroke feature variables found consistent associations with the presence of anxiety: left hemisphere (1/1), right hemisphere (2/2), white matter hyperintensity (1/1), network rest functional connectivity (1/1), time since stroke occurred (2/2) and use of anxiolytic drugs (1/1).
Discussion
The purpose of this review was to identify variables predictive of post stroke anxiety. Although a wide range of variables were considered across the 18 studies included in this review, only pre-stroke depression, stroke severity, early anxiety, and an outcome of dementia or cognitive impairment were consistently associated with post stroke anxiety. These factors are in line with wider literature.
Anxiety is commonly observed in individuals with cognitive decline or dementias, and depression and anxiety are often found to be co-morbid (5, 38, 39) . The most consistent factor not predictive of post stroke anxiety was older age. This may in part be due to a combination of anxiety disorders being much less common in older adults and an increased risk of large proportion of stroke in those over the age of 65 (40, 41) .
The results of the current review should be interpreted with caution as most variables were tested in single studies only and the majority of studies showed methodological limitations. Only 2 studies accounted for >50% of the total variation in anxiety symptom burden, but neither were developed with samples large enough to be reliable or validated in another population. The external validity of the models was also reduced: the majority of studies had several exclusion criteria (limiting the ability to generalise findings to the wider stroke population), and were hospital based and not a true representation of all stroke patients in the community. In addition, most of the models were explanatory (evaluating the relationship of predictive variables to presence and/or severity of anxiety) rather than predictive (examining the probability that anxiety will occur) and therefore limit the use in identifying those patients at high risk of anxiety prior to discharge.
Post stroke anxiety was screened at a range of different time points after stroke, with only three out of 18 studies assessing anxiety during the acute phase of stroke (i.e. within 7 days). Clinical guidelines suggest that stroke patients should be routinely screened for mood disorders within six weeks following the event and those with certain 'risk profiles' could be targeted for screening when resources to screen all patients are not available (42) . However, this systematic review clearly showed that there is a lack of understanding or consensus about this screening process. A wide range of measures were utilised to assess anxiety; some were based on DSM criteria, others focused on specific anxiety disorders (i.e. PDS) or omitted somatic symptoms (i.e. HADS). However, the majority of studies used only one measure (mainly screenings tools), and often employed measures that were not validated for different age groups or in a stroke population (43, 44) . This led to a mixture of anxiety symptoms being explored and limits the validity in anxiety screening as it overlooks the apparent differences in anxiety between younger and older people, or in those with different presentations. In these respects there is hope for the future, the Geriatric Anxiety Inventory (45), a simple binary response instrument designed particularly for older adults is currently subject to trial in an older stroke sample (46) . The GAI's response format also supports its use in individuals with mild cognitive impairment (47) . In addition, a newly developed observational measure, the Behavioural Outcomes of Anxiety Scale (48, 49) offers promise for assessment of those with aphasia after stroke. Routine use of the new DSM 5 criteria (11), where practicable, might also assist.
Our results also revealed a wide variation in the use of cut-off scores on measurement instruments, even when the same screening tool (i.e. HADS) was applied; this could have contributed further to the inconsistencies in the presence of anxiety and symptom severity in the samples. It identifies an urgent need for structured guidance on screening tool use and for validation of anxiety screening measures in the stroke populations (5) . In particular as a recent review into the specificity/sensitivity and clinical utility of mood screening tools in stroke patients revealed that only 7/27 identified screening tools were used to assess anxiety, of which only the HADS was able to identify anxiety accurately however with a mixed clinical utility (50) .
A recommended focus for future research would be the applications of the models identified in this review. Specifically, the focus should be on clinical practice to assess predictability, quality, and the effect on patient outcomes (12) . Moreover, research methodologies should be standardised: use of standard agreed measures, cut-offs, samples, time points of assessments and methods of data analysis which will contribute to enhanced understanding and treatment of post stroke anxiety. This will also enable better comparability between studies and clearer associations of predictors of post stroke anxiety. Last, our review excluded TIA patients and was limited to patients with actual stroke events.
TIA is considered a precursor to stroke and has previously been defined as a brief episode (< 24 hours) of focal loss of brain function (51, 52) . However, data shows that the number of patients diagnosed with a TIA is increasing (53) and it may therefore be pertinent to identify predictors of post anxiety in this population in future studies.
With focus of research shifting towards likely characteristics and predictors of post stroke anxiety, targeted interventions can be developed to reduce anxiety. There has been evidence to suggest that social support systems (e.g. religious communities) may act as a protective factor and that involving individual's networks more closely in the rehabilitation approach may be beneficial (27) . Moreover, cognitive rehabilitation should be routinely implemented into standard rehabilitation as this review demonstrated that it is associated with post stroke anxiety.
In conclusion, the present models of anxiety and stroke present some concern. A lack of rigour may have impacted on the validity of the predictor variables identified. Further recommendations for future research suggest that the models should be both internally, but most importantly externally validated to help develop guidelines and inform health care practice to improve outcomes after stroke.
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